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Pawfection by CraigPhoto Reference Guide:

TIPS FOR TAKING GOOD REFERENCE PHOTOS

For drawing purposes high quality primarily means 2 things; details and sharpness. As you can see  
from my drawings, details especially around your pet’s key features such as their eyes and nose are key.  
The clearer and more details in a photo the better your portrait will be. It is also highly important that the  
photo is sharp and in focus. Sadly, I am unable to work from blurry photos.

Take your pet’s photo in natural light. Whether you take photo outdoors or indoors will depend on the  
look you want your potrait to have—for example, more even lighting versus a more dramatic light to dark 
look. On the following pages, I have provided various examples for you to consider. 

PLEASE AVOID USING FLASH—it will often mask out a lot of detail and causes unnatural shadows.

Taking photo at eye level with your pet often makes for the best reference capturing key features such  
as your pet’s eyes and nose while avoiding weird angles or distorted views—these can look good in  
photos but often appear odd in drawings. 

Whether you photograph your pet straight on looking at you or more at a 3/4 view looking off past the 
camera is a personal choice. As long as the quality and lighting are good, you should chose a photo that 
you like and feel best captures your pet’s character. The more the photo captures your pet’s personality,  
the  more their unique and special character will come through in the portrait I create for you.

QUALITY

LIGHTING

POV

PERSONALITY

Don’t worry I am always happy to help and give you the very best advice that I can. I will always review 
and discuss your photos with you before I begin your drawing.Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you 
need any more help, or if you wish to ask any questions. 
Feel free to send me as many photos as you like, with no obligation at all—my advice is always free.

Please take a moment to review photo examples on the next page.
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GOOD REFERENCE PHOTOS:

BAD REFERENCE PHOTOS:

Blurry and  
lacks details:

While I can use  
Photoshop to  

improve  photos,  
nothing can help  

these images

Avoid odd angles:
Things such as 

axtreme overhead 
angles and fisheye 

lens typically will  
not translate well  

in drawings 

Avoid 
selective focus:  

works well in  
photos, but  

not so well in 
drawings 
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